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Coronavirus lockdown | Complete exit from
lockdown not possible, Modi tells CMs

Coronavirus lockdown | Complete
exit from lockdown not possible,
Modi tells CMs
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
Monday said at a videoconference with
Chief Ministers that a lockdown would
continue in some form or the other even after May 17, but that the
State governments should send in their plans for ramping up
economic activity in green zones in their States between May 15 and
17 for consideration by the Centre.
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ET Editorials Blog - Economic Times
Blog
Quick takes, analyses and macro-level
views on all contemporary economic,
financial and political events.
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Hindustan Times

Editorial News: Latest Editorial
News Today, Editorial News
Headlines India | Hindustan Times
Editorial News - Read latest Editorial
News from India and the World from all
popular sections such as politics,
entertainment, sports, crime, regional, technology, business and more
at hindustantimes.com.
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The Hindu

Editorials, Editorial Opinions,
Editorial News, The Hindu Opinion
At a time when everyone is awaiting an
early end to the health and economic
crisis caused by the global pandemic,
the interests of labourers and workers
are once again set to be sacrificed. The revival of business and
economic activity after weeks of forced closure is indeed a key
objective to be achieved.
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Columns, Leading Columns, Indian
Express Columns
Columns- Find the latetst news by the
leading Columninst of The Indian
Express. Also get views by top Columns
at The Indian Express.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials

TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Economy requires Rs 4.5 lakh crore fiscal
support: Ficci to FM

Economy requires Rs 4.5 lakh crore
fiscal support: Ficci to FM
Economy requires Rs 4.5 lakh crore
fiscal support: Ficci to FM. also made a
case for the need to create a self-
sufficiency fund for innovation,
construction and manufacturing clusters to make use of the emerging
opportunities in the wake of disruption in global supply chain.
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View: How centre and the states can propel
India's economic recovery

View: How centre and the states can
propel India's economic recovery
SMEs are the backbone of our economy.
RBI should help banks to provide
interest-free loans for a limited period to
take care of their liquidity and to pay
wages to workers. Before taking any other step, we must stop this
bleeding.
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Amid concerns over widening fiscal deficit,
bond yields rise by 20 bps

Amid concerns over widening fiscal
deficit, bond yields rise by 20 bps
The Centre last Friday said its total
market borrowing requirements will rise
by a whopping 53 per cent to Rs 12 lakh
crore in the current fiscal, as falling
revenues and rising expenses are expected to result in a sharp
deterioration in the government's finances.
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India’s jobless rate drops as govt lifts curbs

India's jobless rate drops as govt
lifts curbs
business Updated: May 12, 2020 05:19
IST India's unemployment rate dropped
to 23.97% in the week ended May 10 as
the government lifted some curbs on
economic activity, including farming, after a month-long lockdown,
according to a private survey. The job loss rate was 27.11% in the
week ended May 3, according to the Centre for Monitoring of Indian
Economy (CMIE).
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'This will lead to a law of the jungle'

'This will lead to a law of the jungle'
'This will lead to a law of the jungle'.
'Just as coronavirus has come to us
from China, this disease is also coming
from that country.' 'India is a strong
democracy and you cannot compromise
on labour laws in this manner.' 'These changes will be challenged in
court.'
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World Bank: Coronavirus pandemic may
make education outcome worst

World Bank: Coronavirus pandemic
may make education outcome worst
The Covid-19 has threatened to make
education outcomes worse and without
aggressive policy, the virus outbreak
across the globe will have immediate
costs on both learning and health of children and youth.
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HRD Minister announces launch of
“Bharosa” helpline for counselling Odisha
students

HRD Minister announces launch of
"Bharosa" helpline for counselling
Odisha students
HRD minister Ramesh Pokhriyal has
announced the launch of Bharosa
helpline for students dealing with mental
stress in Odisha. (Photo Credits- PTI) HRD minister Ramesh Pokhriyal
took to Twitter to announce the launch of a new helpline number
which will help students in Odisha cope with the stress and anxiety of
the nationwide lockdown.
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Over 100 academicians, activists urge PM
Narendra Modi to safeguard child rights
during and after Covid-19 pandemic

Over 100 academicians, activists
urge PM Narendra Modi to
safeguard child rights during and
after Covid-19 pandemic
Over 100 academicians, activists urge
PM Narendra Modi to safeguard child
rights during and after Covid-19 pandemic. Photo: Reuters More than
100 academicians, teacher union representatives and social activists
have written to Prime Minister Narendra Modi urging him to take
appropriate steps to safeguard children's right to survival, protection,
education and development during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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Be Prepared for Very Bad Economic Times!

Be Prepared for Very Bad Economic
Times!
"Hopefully, the recovery will start next
year, maybe a year after... It will only be
gradual recovery; it is not going to come
back suddenly," economist Professor
Sudipto Mundle, Distinguished Fellow at the National Council of
Applied Economic Research, New Delhi, and a former member of the
14th Finance Commission, tells Shobha Warrier/ in the concluding
segment of a two-part interview: Do you think restarting transport
should be a priority for the government?
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Target WTO

Target WTO
Abolish the World Trade Organisation is
the kind of demand you would expect to
hear from diehard opponents of free
trade on the left and right extremes of
the Indian political spectrum. But it has
come in a forceful article published last week in The New York Times
by a US senator, Josh Hawley, from Missouri.
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India’s first war of Independence, and the
legacy of Hindu-Muslim unity

India's first war of Independence,
and the legacy of Hindu-Muslim
unity
Large sections of Hindus, Muslims and
Sikhs together challenged the greatest
imperialist power, Britain, during India's
first war of independence which began on May 10, 1857. This
extraordinary unity, naturally, unnerved the firangees and made them
realise that if their rule was to continue in India, it could happen only
when Hindus and Muslims, the two largest religious communities,
were divided along communal lines.
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Columns
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Read Articles, Columns, Opinions,
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From Readers Of The Hindu On Latest
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Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
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Xi Jinping dialed Tedros to ‘delay global
warning’ on Covid-19 outbreak; WHO denies

Xi Jinping dialed Tedros to 'delay
global warning' on Covid-19
outbreak; WHO denies
The World Health Organisation has
denied a media report that claimed that
Chinese President Xi Jinping personally
asked WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom to 'delay a global
warning' regarding the coronavirus outbreak during a phone call in
January.
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How East Africa is fighting locusts amid
coronavirus

How East Africa is fighting locusts
amid coronavirus
Since 2019, East Africa has been
desperately trying to control a
devastating desert locust invasion. The
long rains that typically fall across the
region from March to May this year will probably allow yet another
generation of locusts to mature, further threatening crops and
livelihoods.
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China’s factory deflation deepens as
pandemic hits demand

China's factory deflation deepens as
pandemic hits demand
China's factory prices fell at the sharpest
rate in four years in April, highlighting
weakening industrial demand in the
world's second-largest economy as the
coronavirus pandemic slams global growth. The producer price index
(PPI) fell 3.1% from a year earlier, the National Bureau of Statistics
said in a statement on Tuesday, compared with a 2.6% drop tipped by
a Reuters poll of analysts and a 1.5% decline in March.
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Xi extends best wishes to nation's nurses

Xi extends best wishes to nation's
nurses
Supporting dedicated professionals to
help them save lives highly encouraged
President Xi Jinping encouraged the
country's nurses on Monday to make
new contributions to promote the building of the Healthy China
initiative and maintain the security of global public health.
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'He is failing': Putin's approval rating slides
as Covid-19 grips Russia

'He is failing': Putin's approval rating
slides as Covid-19 grips Russia
A day of record high coronavirus
infection numbers is an odd time to
announce a route out of lockdown, but
that is what Vladimir Putin did on
Monday as he announced that the "non-working days" imposed by the
Kremlin at the end of March would come to an end from Tuesday.
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Coronavirus: Israel turns surveillance tools
on itself

Israel turns surveillance tools on
itself
Hirsh Kotkovsky thrusts his phone
towards me but I can't read the screen
from 2m (6.6ft) away due to social
distancing rules. We're in the bomb
shelter below his Jerusalem apartment block - the only place the
photographer has been able to work since his studio closed in the
lockdown.
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Aarogya Setu data protocol norms issued
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Aarogya Setu data protocol norms
issued
Data of about 13,000 Aarogya Setu App
users, who have tested positive for
coronavirus ( COVID-19), have so far
been transferred to the server for health
intervention, according to the Empowered Group on Technology and
Data Management Chairman, Ajay Sawhney. Watch | How does the
Aarogya Setu app work?
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India Today Covid-19 tracker: State-wise
data, patients cured, deaths and more

India Today Covid-19 tracker: State-
wise data, patients cured, deaths
and more
Follow India Today's Covid19 tracker for
latest updates on novel coronavirus
cases in India and state-wise data.
(Cover designed by: Nishwan Rasool/IndiaToday) The novel
coronavirus infection continues to spread in India with more than
2,000 cases being reported every day. Thirty-three of the country's 36
states and Union Territories have reported Covid-19 cases so far.
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Covid-19: 4 unbelievable environmental
changes seen in India since lockdown

Covid-19: 4 unbelievable
environmental changes seen in
India since lockdown
4 vital changes that the environment in
India went through post Covid-19
lockdown. Human beings often forget
that we are largely dependent on Mother Nature and become ignorant
towards taking care of it. We have been so reluctant to the
preservation of natural resources and sustainable development that
we had forgotten the beauty of the Earth completely.
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Mandating use of Aarogya Setu app illegal:
Justice B N Srikrishna

Mandating use of Aarogya Setu app
illegal: Justice B N Srikrishna
Former Supreme Court Judge B N
Srikrishna, who chaired the committee
that came out with the first draft of the
Personal Data Protection Bill, termed the
government's push mandating the use of Aarogya Setu app "utterly
illegal". "Under what law do you mandate it on anyone?
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The miraculous house in the middle of the
desert

The miraculous house in the middle
of the desert - BBC Reel
You need to enable JavaScript to run this
app. Design Could innovative design
help us live in more extreme conditions
in the future? Incredible homes leading
the way in how we will be living in the future.
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'There is a path out': WHO's Dr Michael Ryan
warns nations to stay vigilant – video

'There is a path out': WHO's Dr
Michael Ryan warns nations to stay
vigilant - video
Dr Michael Ryan, the director of the WHO
health emergencies programme, has
said there is a way out of the Covid-19
pandemic for communities, adding that 'a careful and measured
return' to workplaces and schools with the right precautions could
work, but that concerts and other mass gatherings were much more
difficult.
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Inside a Greek coronavirus ward: how debt-
ridden nation is beating the disease – video

Inside a Greek coronavirus ward:
how debt-ridden nation is beating
the disease - video
Despite a decade-old financial crisis that
has crippled its hospitals, Greece
appears to be keeping its coronavirus
outbreak under control, with a far lower death toll than many other
European nations.
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